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G353.273+0.641 – II. Detection of a radio and molecular jet
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ABSTRACT
We report the first detection of a radio continuum and molecular jet associated with a dom-
inant blue-shifted maser source, G353.273+0.641. A radio jet is extended 3000 au along
the north-west–south-east (NW–SE) direction. H2O masers are found to be clustered in the
root of a bipolar radio jet. A molecular jet is detected by thermal SiO (υ = 0, J = 2–1)
emission. The SiO spectrum is extremely wide (−120 to +87 km s−1) and significantly blue-
shift dominated, similar to the maser emission. The observed geometry and remarkable spec-
tral similarity between H2O maser and SiO strongly suggest the existence of a maser-scale
(∼340 au) molecular jet that is enclosed by the extended radio jet. We propose a disc-masking
scenario as the origin of the strong blue-shift dominance, where an optically thick disc obscures
a red-shifted lobe of a compact jet.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The dominant blue-shifted maser (DBSM) is a class of 22 GHz
H2O maser sources that shows a highly asymmetric spectrum, where
almost all flux is concentrated in blue-shifted emission, with a broad
velocity range (up to ±100 km s−1) with respect to the systemic
velocity (Caswell & Phillips 2008; hereafter CP08). It is a candidate
of high-mass protostellar object (HMPO) with a pole-on jet, and
often observed in the earliest evolutional phase accompanied by the
class II CH3OH masers (Breen et al. 2010).

The target source G353.273+0.641 (hereafter G353) is the
archetypal DBSM at a distance of 1.7 kpc (CP08). Motogi et al.
(2011) (hereafter MO11) have found highly intermittent maser flare
activities in G353 based on a long-term very long baseline interfer-
ometry (VLBI) + single-dish monitoring studies. Observed maser
flares were accompanied by systematic changes of a maser distri-
bution, indicating recurrent shock propagations. Therefore, MO11
have concluded that the time-dependent maser activities are caused
by an episodic high-mass protostellar jet.

In this paper, we report new detections of a radio continuum
and molecular jet in G353 with the Australia Telescope Compact
Array (ATCA) and the Nobeyama Radio Observatory (NRO) 45 m
telescope. An additional VLBI data set of the H2O maser taken by
the VLBI Exploration of Radio Astrometry (VERA) is also used
for a comparison between the radio jet and the maser. These new
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observations intend to confirm whether G353 is really excited by
a jet or not. This is the first detection of a host protostellar jet
associated with a known DBSM, supporting a previous ‘pole-on
jet’ hypothesis in CP08 and MO11.

2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N

2.1 Australia Telescope Compact Array

The ATCA radio continuum observation was made on 2012 Jan.
12 with the array configuration of 6A. Since there was a receiver
trouble in CA05, in total five antennas were used for 10 h synthesis.
We observed two 2 GHz bands centred on 18 and 22 GHz simul-
taneously, using the compact array broad-band backend (Wilson
et al. 2011) in the 2048 channel mode. The H2O maser emission is
also contained in the 22 GHz band. The phase centre of the array
was (α, δ)J2000.0 = (17h26m01.s59, −34◦15′10.′′ 00). This is slightly
(∼5 arcsec) north from the maser position reported in MO11, in
order to avoid an effect of any artefact that can be caused by instru-
mental errors. Observation was done in the fast-switching mode us-
ing the nearby bright (∼1 Jy) calibrator 1713-336 (1.◦8 from G353).
The cycle time was set to ∼200 s, where we spent 150 s for G353
and 50 s for 1713-336 including slew time. The pointing accuracy
was checked every hour using 1713-336.

Data reduction was performed with the MIRIAD package. Bandpass
calibration was performed using 1921-293. The primary flux cali-
brator 1934-638 was used for absolute flux calibration. Estimated
fluxes of 1.10 Jy (18 GHz) and 0.83 Jy (22 GHz) are well consistent
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with the previous records in the ATCA Calibrator Database, and
hence, we conclude that our flux calibration is better than nominal
10 per cent accuracy. After the standard calibration procedures, we
successfully imaged a radio jet in G353 with a robust weighting
(robust = 0.5 in the task ‘invert’). The synthesized beam sizes (full
width athalf-maximum: FWHM) are 0.84 arcsec × 0.45 arcsec and
0.69 arcsec × 0.36 arcsec at 18 and 22 GHz, respectively, with a
beam position angle of 8.◦7.

We finally performed a self-calibration to maximize image dy-
namic ranges. Since the target source is too weak to be detected
in individual scan, all target scans were integrated over, in order to
correct a residual gain offset between each antennas. This increased
image dynamic range by about 16 and 8 per cent for 18 and 22 GHz,
respectively. The 1σ noise levels achieved in final images are 19
and 37 µJy beam−1 at 18 and 22 GHz, respectively. We also imaged
an H2O maser spot at the intensity peak, which was strong enough
to be detected in our coarse spectral resolution (∼13 km s−1). It was
used for an evaluation of our astrometric accuracy by comparing
the maser position derived from a new VLBI data set (see Sections
2.3 and 3.1).

2.2 NRO 45 m

High-sensitivity single-dish observations with the NRO 45 m tele-
scope were carried out on 2012 March 12–14 and 2012 April 16–17.
We observed SiO (υ = 0, J = 2−1) transition at 86.846 96 GHz in
a single pointing towards G353, searching for a molecular jet. We
also conducted mapping observation of the natal molecular core
and it will be reported in a forthcoming paper (Motogi et al. in
preparation).

We used a waveguide-type dual-polarization sideband-separating
SIS receivers, T100 V/H (Nakajima et al. 2010). The beam size
(FWHM) is ∼19 arcsec (19.2 arcsec for T100 V and 18.9 arcsec
for T100 H), corresponding a linear scale of 0.16 pc at 1.7 kpc.
The backend system was the spectral analysis machine for the
45 m telescope (SAM45: e.g. Iono et al. 2012). It provides total
16-array outputs (e.g. 2 polarizations × 2 sidebands × 4 spectral
windows), each with 4096 spectral channels. A bandwidth per array
is selectable between 16 MHz and 2 GHz, and we adopted 1 GHz
bandwidth mode (244.14 kHz per spectral channel).

The observations were made in the position-switching method.
The absolute pointing accuracy was checked every hour with a
strong SiO maser source using a 43 GHz SIS receiver (S40). It was
within ±4 arcsec throughout the observations. The system noise
temperature (Tsys) was typically 200–300 K in a single sideband.
The intensity scale was calibrated by the standard chopper-wheel
method.

Data were reduced with the NEWSTAR software package devel-
oped at NRO. The observed antenna temperature was converted
into the main beam brightness temperature (Tmb) scale, assuming
the main beam efficiency of 40 per cent and 43 per cent for T100 V
and T100 H, respectively. Two distinct polarizations were aver-
aged in the Tmb scale for sensitivity. The initial 4096 channels were
smoothed every eight channels, resulting in the final spectral reso-
lution of 6.8 km s−1. The total integration time was about 1 h per
polarization and a rms noise level of 6.4 mK in the Tmb scale was
achieved.

2.3 VLBI Exploration of Radio Astrometry

New VLBI observation of the H2O maser was done on 2012 January
13 (a day after the ATCA observation) using the VERA. Typical
Tsys was 300–500 K in the 6 h observation, except for initial 2 h

where we observed rather high Tsys of 1000 K at the Ishigaki station.
The detailed observing method and data reduction procedures have
already been described in MO11. The position of the peak maser
spot (−60.7 km s−1) is determined with the astrometric accuracy of
0.10 and 0.34 milli-arcseconds (mas) in RA and Dec., respectively.

3 R ESULTS

3.1 Radio continuum: jet plus disc?

Fig. 1 shows contour images of the radio continuum at 18 and
22 GHz, revealing elongation along the NW–SE direction with a
total extent of ∼3000 au (3σ threshold). Estimated flux and spectral
index α between these frequencies are listed in Table 1. Although it
still contains large error, the α that is estimated from the total fluxes
is clearly positive. This can be a signature of an optically thick free–
free emission, which is a typical case for a radio jet in both of high-
and low-mass star-forming regions (e.g. Anglada 1996). However,
because of the limited angular resolution, we cannot exclude any
sub-structure of the apparent radio lobes at present. We interpret the
emission as a jet, and also consider the possibility of an optically
thick disc around the host HMPO (see Section 4).

The spatial relation between the maser and the radio contin-
uum is also shown in Fig. 1, where all maser spots detected in
MO11 are superposed. As mentioned above, we directly checked
our absolute astrometric accuracy at 22 GHz using the H2O maser.
Table 2 contains the positions of the peak maser spot measured in
ATCA and VERA. The positional offset suggests that our astro-
metric accuracy is better than 30 mas at 22 GHz. We also directly
evaluated the accuracy at 18 GHz from the rms phase (φrms) of cross
power spectrum. The estimated φr.m.s is ∼25◦, i.e. 7 per cent of the
fringe spacing, and hence, we conclude that the positional uncer-
tainty at 18 GHz is better than ∼60 mas (7 per cent of the synthesized
beam).

The compact (∼100 mas) maser cluster is clearly located at the
root of the bipolar jet. The close location of the masers and contin-
uum peaks implies that they have the same driving source, which is
probably located within a few hundred mas. This kind of geometry
is observed in several HMPOs and can naturally explain the high
variability of the maser reported in MO11. In some cases, a maser
seems to trace a rotating disc (e.g. IRAS 16547−4247; Franco-
Hernández et al. 2009), but this cannot be the case in G353, since
the masers velocities are too high to be explained by a disc rotation.

3.2 Molecular jet

Fig. 2 shows the detected extremely high-velocity (EHV) SiO spec-
trum. We detected an unusually flat and continuous blue-shifted
emission (6σ ) and isolated red-shifted emission at +87 km s−1 (5σ ).
The latter is identified as the SiO emission because its frequency is
not matched with a rest frequency of any known molecular transi-
tion, and also, it is within the range of the Doppler shift reported
for the H2O maser emission (see below). The total velocity range
(full width at zero intensity: FWZI) of 210 km s−1 is one of the
extreme cases compared to the previous SiO (2−1) survey towards
high-mass star-forming regions (e.g. López-Sepulcre et al. 2011).

Surprisingly, the observed spectral features of the EHV SiO jet are
very similar to that of the H2O maser in CP08 and MO11, i.e. very
broad velocity range on the blue-shifted side (−120 to −5 km s−1),
no emission on the red-shifted side (0 to +80 km s−1) and
isolated emission at +87 km s−1. We note that the narrow peak
at the systemic velocity seems to be an ambient shock or extended
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Figure 1. Contour images of the radio jet in G353. Both contours are in steps of 37 µJy beam−1 with the minimum level of 3σ (56 and 111 µJy beam−1 at 18
and 22 GHz, respectively). The coordinate origin is (α, δ)J2000.0 = (17h26m01.s5883, −34◦15′14.′′905) that is the reference position in MO11. A synthesized
beam is shown in the lower-left corner of each panel. Colour points show all H2O maser spots detected in MO11 with its line-of-sight (LOS) velocity (VLSR;
see the colour scale at the bottom).

Table 1. Properties of the radio jet.

Frequency Peak Flux Total Flux
(GHz) (mJy beam−1) (mJy)

18 0.52 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.08a

22 0.65 ± 0.04 1.41 ± 0.14a

Spectral Indexb 2.6 ± 1.0

aNominal 10 per cent error is adopted (see Section 2.1).
bThe index was calculated from the total flux.

Table 2. The positions of the peak maser spot.

Array RAJ2000.0 Dec.J2000.0

ATCA 17h26m01.s 5885(4)a −34◦15′14.′′ 908 (9)
VERA 17h26m01.s 588469(7) −34◦15′14.′′ 8900 (3)

Offset +7 mas −27 mas

aAll numbers in parentheses represent the errors in units of the last
significant digit.

low-velocity outflow, since it was detected in all mapping points (4
× 4 Nyquist grid of 9 arcsec) of the NRO observation (Motogi et al.
2012, in preparation). It is probably independent of the SiO jet that
is only detected at the position of the maser.

The remarkable spectral similarity strongly suggests that the SiO
jet is directly related to the maser excitation. If this is the case, a scale
of the SiO jet can be comparable with the maser distribution, i.e. only
200 mas (∼340 au). A dilution-corrected brightness temperature of
the EHV component is ∼550 K in this case. This is consistent with

a typical kinetic temperature Tkin of an SiO jet (e.g. Lee et al. 2010),
indicating that the jet is almost thermalized.

4 D I S C U S S I O N : O R I G I N O F T H E
BLUE-SHI FT-DOMI NATED JET

The detection of the highly blue-shifted SiO jet manifests that the
fundamental origin of the blue-shift dominance is not a matter of the
radiative transfer of H2O masers that was discussed in CP08. The
most simple explanation for the observed blue-shift dominance in
the maser and the SiO emission is a highly asymmetric jet structure.
However, this is an unlikely case, since the observed radio jet shows
a clear bipolar structure. One important fact reported in Breen et al.
(2010) is that the number of DBSMs is significantly larger than that
of a red-shift-dominated source (<20–30 per cent; see also the data
in Urquhart et al. 2011). Such a statistical anomaly requires some
intrinsic mechanism to selectively cause blue-shift dominance.

Instead of an asymmetric jet, we propose a ‘disc-masking’ sce-
nario, where red-shifted emission is masked by a disc which is
optically thick at 22 and 86 GHz. The observational signatures of
both the optically thick free–free and dusty disc are reported for
several sources. The most famous example of an ionized disc is
seen in the source I in Orion KL (Reid et al. 2007), where the
compact ionized disc seems to be optically thick up to 86 GHz (e.g.
Beuther et al. 2004). On the other hand, a dusty disc which is opti-
cally thick at 86 GHz is often detected in low-mass class 0 objects
(e.g. Chandler et al. 2005; Hirano et al. 2010), and sometimes, in
a high-mass object (e.g. Van der Tak & Menten 2005). The typical
sizes of these optically thick discs (∼a few hundred astronomical
units) are actually comparable with the maser-scale molecular jet
mentioned above.
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Figure 2. A part of the 1-GHz-wide spectrum taken by the NRO 45 m telescope. We marked all identified lines including the targeted SiO (υ = 0, J = 2−1)
transition. The subplot shows the magnified spectrum of the SiO line. The blue and red dotted lines indicate the most red (+87 km s−1) and blue-shifted
(−120 km s−1) H2O maser component reported in MO11 and CP08, respectively. The systemic velocity of −5 km s−1 is also indicated by the green dotted
line. The black horizontal line shows zero level determined by a linear baseline subtraction. The apparent emission at 86.78 GHz is a reflected image of C34S
(J = 2–1) line at 96.412 9495 GHz in the upper sideband.

Our scenario is a natural explanation from the view point of a
core collapse and disc accretion, i.e. a younger object has a more
massive and dense accretion disc. It can consistently explain why
DBSMs are observed in the youngest evolutional phase of HMPOs
(e.g. Breen et al. 2010). The expected pole-on geometry of DBSM
is also suitable for the scenario, for example, the inclination angle of
the jet in G353 estimated from the LOS velocity and maser proper
motion is smaller than 30◦ (see MO11). This pole-on geometry can
allow a disc to mask significant fraction of the red-shifted jet, al-
though the detection of highly red-shifted component of +87 km s−1

suggests that the masking effect is incomplete, possibly because of
a relatively small disc size compared to the jet.

Fig. 3 shows a schematic view of the expected source geometry.
If our scenario is true, the optically thick 22 GHz emission detected
by the ATCA should be a combination of an unresolved optically
thick disc and an extended radio jet. The apparent geometry, where
blue-shifted masers are enclosed by the radio jet, may require that
the radio jet itself is optically thin at 22 GHz. A direct imaging
of the unusual SiO jet and cm–mm continuum in G353 with a
100 mas resolution is absolutely necessary to verify our scenario.
It will be a first step of further statistical discussion about exact
natures of DBSMs. A proper motion measurement of the jet is
also important to understand the relation between the ionized and
molecular component of the jet.
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Figure 3. Schematic view of the source geometry in our ‘disc-masking’
scenario.
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